Institut de Nanociència i Nanotecnologia
Universitat de Barcelona, IN2UB

The Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (IN2UB), is a Research Institute from the University of Barcelona (UB), which integrates the most active and competitive groups in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology from UB. The IN2UB is one of few institutes of nanoscience and nanotechnology in Spain, integrating Nanobiotechnology and Nanopharmacology at the central core of its research. Moreover, IN2UB academic staff has a most singular role in the Master in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology and in Doctoral Programme in Nanosciences offered by UB.

Research Areas at IN2UB

1. Modeling and simulation of systems and properties of matter in the nanoscale (NModels)
2. Nanobiotechnology (NBioTech)
3. Nanopharmacotherapy (NPharma)
4. Nanomagnetism, nanoelectronics and nanophotonics (NElectroMagp)
5. Nanostructured Materials (NMMaterials)
6. Nanoenergy: production, storage and environment (NEnergy)

Offering an exceptional working environment to those interested in our research, IN2UB invites you to visit our web page (www.ub.edu/in2ub) to obtain information about currently open positions.

CRAG is located in the campus of the Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB), in an area shared with renowned facilities and other research Centers of Excellence. The campus is on the outskirts of Barcelona and has an excellent transportation infrastructure.

CRAG actively seeks for young group leaders, postdoctoral and pre-doctoral fellows to join the Centre. CRAG invites you to frequently check its webpage to learn about the available positions.

www.cragenomica.es  human.resources@cragenomica.es

The Centre for Research in Agricultural Genomics (CRAG) is an independent research institution devoted to leading-edge research in plant and farm animal biology, genetics and genomics. Research at CRAG spans from basic science to applied studies in close collaboration with industry.

Research at CRAG is organized into four different scientific programs: Plant Development and Signal Transduction, Plant Stress Responses, Plant Metabolism and Metabolic Engineering, and Plant and Animal Genomics. Currently, CRAG hosts 23 research groups, and approximately 60 PhD candidates and 30 postdocs coming from more than 20 different countries.

CRAG has been recognized with the “Severo Ochoa Center of Excellence” and the “Human Resources Excellence in Research” awards.
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The URV is a comprehensive university located in southern Catalonia with research in experimental sciences, engineering, social sciences, humanities and life and health sciences.

Our excellent research results are backed by an excellent training programme, with our Martí Franques COFUND Programme (MFP) at its core, funded by the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions. With 35 international partners and a budget of €8 M for 50 predoctoral researchers, this programme is one of the largest in Europe for early stage researchers, offering working and employment conditions on a par with the best in Europe. It will begin in February 2017.